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Leo was busy activating the birds, which are running on thirium so that their
comforting chirping would be able to be heard in the hallway again, as someone rang
the doorbell. The LED of the android was flickering yellow for a moment and he got
up from his crouch-like position. He almost sighed when he went towards to door an
opened it. His eyes looked into the eyes of someone alike and if his temperature
regulators didn't suggest otherwise Leo could have sworn that the environment just
got colder instantly.
“Simon. Come in.”
Each of his words could have been another stab with a knife.
He was able to see the blonde android swallowing as he took a step to the side and
shut the door with a harsh shove.
“Leo..” Simon started talking but was interrupted as Carl got into his field of vision.
“Simon. Nice to see you.” The older one smiled at him kindly and Simon felt more
comfortable almost instantly while Leo felt like he was going to explode.
Carl is supposed to smile like that at him and not at a deviant who's just been
wandering around!
He has been there for him at any given point!
His hands turned into fists for a second as he tried to calm down again and to leave
the hallway as fast as possible. While he was walking he was able to hear Simon saying
something along the lines of being happy about seeing Carl as well and that he...
wanted to see Markus. Of course.
Leo bit down his lower lip and let out a quiet breath after the kitchen door
automatically closed behind him. The brown-haired android leaned against the
kitchen counter and looked at his shaking hands. What was going on with him? Why
did he feel this uncontrollable hatred, whenever Simon came to visit them? He wasn't
allowed to feel like that. It was none of his business. He shouldn't care. Yet, he did...
Carl always emphasised that Leo was a part of the family. Most of the time he even
felt as if he wasn't just some android to help them doing the chores and everything.
Sometimes he felt... special. But these moments ended instantly whenever Simon
came over.
Simon. A deviant, wandering around the streets of Detroit, which Markus welcomed
with open arms and loved.
Leo's corners of his mouth twisted automatically when he though of the first time
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they met. As Markus, you could even say pulled a confused android into their house.
An android, which most likely has lost too much thirium and got some which was
supposed to be Leo's. If he knew what would have happened after his genuine
gesture, he probably would have declined the request. He would have let him die.
Would have put him back onto the streets. Would have defended his place in the
house from the beginning on...
His fingers twitched again and his hands turned to fists once more, as they
powerlessly fell down the sides of his body.
His legs walked out of the kitchen, completely on their own and took him upstairs to
walk in front of Markus' room. He was able to hear the dull voices of the both even
though the door was closed.
“... if you would be interested in coming to Jericho with me later.“
Even hearing the other android's voice made Leo angry again. The meaning behind his
words didn't make anything better. Jericho. A place where inferior androids were able
to get help because they didn't have any purpose anymore. And Simon got Markus to
come over more and more often, to waste his time there. To give hope to these
malfunctioning machines.
Leo felt his hands twitch once more and he turned his back to the door as he noticed
his stress entering a dangerously high level.
“Leo. Do you want to play a round of chess?“ He heard the calming voice of Carl and
his posture turned into a more relaxed one.
“Of course.“
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